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Key features
•

Definitive guide to the best food and drink spots in the
Football League, with a club breakdown of the cafes,
market stalls, takeaways, microbrewers, pubs and bars

•

Documents the explosion of craft drink, artisanal and
historic foods in towns and cities across the country

•

A unique insight into the frequently overlooked
relationship between food and football

•

Features colour pictures, stadium notes and fan
recommendations

•

Jack Peat is a long-suffering football fan with extensive
knowledge of the Football League

•

Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Description
Few things convey the identity of Britain’s towns and cities more vocally than football and food, yet put them together and they
become incompatible foes. Balti pies served out of tin trays and rubbery burgers that cost north of a tenner are typical of the over-thecounter fare that welcomes fans through the turnstile. But it doesn’t have to be that way. As Britain embraces a craft revolution of
locally made produce we, the travelled football fans, have the unique opportunity to experience the country in a way few others can.
We can feast on cockles and mussels on the south-east coast, tuck into smack barm and pey wet in Lancashire and drink our way
through an explosion of craft distillers and breweries all in the name of the club we love. The Great Pie Revolt is the definitive guide to
the cafes, market stalls, takeaways, microbrewers, pubs and bars that pride themselves on their locality. It is proof that when paired
properly football and food are a match made in heaven, but both are in dire need of a spectator-driven revolt.
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